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Introduction

The formula for producing high quality milk is complex. Technology, equipment, facilities and management play crucial roles. Mastering most of the formula while fumbling on only one or two parts can leave dairy farm managers with serious milk quality problems. Human resource management, specifically the employee factor, is an additional key to producing high quality milk. This paper contends that employee considerations need far more management, research and education attention than traditionally given.

Employee dimensions of the milk quality problem are identified and human resource management concepts and principles applied to develop guidelines for improving milk quality.

Milk quality will be used as an inclusive term covering udder health, mastitis prevention and treatment, milking practices, and equipment maintenance and operation. Employee includes all labor inputs including family and non-family, full-time and part-time, paid and unpaid. Consequently, the discussion applies to any dairy farm of any size on which an owner-operator or manager has the assistance of one or more people in milking and milking related work.
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People in concert with cows, technology, and equipment determine milk quality. Managers develop plans for the production of high quality milk, efficient utilization of equipment, the prevention of mastitis and the treatment of mastitis once it is discovered. Labor, not management, carries out these plans. A straight-forward implication emerges. The production of high quality milk is accomplished through people.

Fortunately, we know much about what people should be doing to assure high quality milk. The literature describes well the science of producing high quality milk. Experience helps us understand what can and can not be applied in the dairy farm setting. We are challenged first to implement through people what is already known. A second and much more complex challenge is developing additional knowledge on which to base employee management leading to higher quality milk.

The Void

Examination of educational materials on production of quality milk is instructive. A typical slide set on quality milk might contain dozens of cow and equipment slides but few if any slides focused on the importance of the people doing the work. References to the importance of people are often made in passing, e.g., "It is important to face up to the people-related causes of mastitis." Unfortunately, the manager often tries to face up to these people causes using a vast literature on quality milk with no substantive treatment of the people-related causes of quality milk programs.

To illustrate in another way, the College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell University has an outstanding program called Quality Milk Promotion Services (Telega). This program includes a very detailed and carefully crafted farm survey and questionnaire providing for collection of detailed data under the following headings: milking system, milking procedures, health and treatment, dairy cow management, replacements, vacuum system, controller, milk and vacuum lines, pulsations, milking unit, housing for lactating cows, bedding for lactating cows, housing for dry cows, maternity area and financial information. There are questions about how well people are doing things on the farm being surveyed, e.g., cows handled gently, units sanitized between cows. But missing are questions about whether or not people are being systematically trained to do those things necessary for high quality milk. Also missing are questions about evaluation, discipline, motivation and compensation of employees.

Examination of proceedings of the last two meetings of the National Mastitis Council provided useful testimony to the importance of people in quality milk production. Most dramatic was a predipping experience reported by James M. Tappan:
In the fall of 1984 we started predipping one of our herds with considerable success. The first two weeks produced no new infections in 1,000 milking cows, but this gradually reversed and at the end of 30 days that herd was back to approximately 12 cows in the hospital pen. Because of the negative results, we discontinued after 45 days.

Our veterinarian, Tom Furrrmann was extremely perplexed. . . . To shorten the story, I will say that we started it on one of our other herds with the same initial stoppage of new infections. This time the positive results were maintained. We now feel certain that our initial try was fouled by a milker or milkers on the night shift just not doing his job. [Bolding added]

The following references to people speak to their importance but not to human resource management specifics. "We are not likely to eliminate all underlying problems that prevail, as human tendencies cannot be changed in all people" (Rice). "The unknown factor is the ability of the persons doing the milking." (Mellenberger) "We can no longer afford milkers to just 'milk out cows" (Kelbert).

A notable exception is a bulletin entitled, The Modern Way of Efficient Milking published by The Milking Machine Manufacturers Council of the Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute. Note the first four paragraphs of this bulletin:

If your herd was asked to rate you, how high do you think you'd score? Would your cows rate you as "wonderful?" Or would they rate you as the barnyard bully, whose very presence in the lot scares the heck out of the herd?

Snicker if you want to, but the fact remains that some have it and some don't when it comes to milking.

Some are born with the knack. They can just walk into a barn, and the cows sense that this is someone who knows what it's all about. One friendly gesture and even the worst cow in the herd starts to let down milk.

On the other hand, there are some who continually end up as the wall-flower of the milking parlor. Their cows give just enough to be polite, and no more. Usually it's because they refuse to cater to cows, and this hits them where it hurts--right in the milk check.

One may quibble with the emphasis on what a dairy farmer is born with versus what can be learned. Nevertheless, the milking machine manufacturers have placed paramount importance on the people factor both by the strength of this statement and its location in the bulletin. No passing reference or afterthought here. Although the
quote by implication is directed to dairy farm owner-operators, the message applies primarily to those doing the work not the managers. The message is as applicable for employees as for employers.

Finally, from the human resource management perspective, Stephen Maddox and Luann Linguist were certainly on the right track with their 1988 articles (Maddox and Linguist).

**The Challenge to Managers**

Incorporation of human resource management considerations into strategies for improving the production of quality milk is the challenge. Components of a successful human resource management program to accomplish quality milk objectives might include the following:

1. The dairy farm manager has a human resource management plan.
2. Employees selected have interest in animals and have or are interested in attaining the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary for production of high quality milk.
3. Employees are trained as necessary.
4. The performance of employees is regularly evaluated and specific feedback provided.
5. Performance problems are addressed through training, supervision, evaluation, and discipline as necessary.
6. The self-motivation of employees and training, evaluation and discipline result in their being motivated to do their part in producing high quality milk.

**Key Human Resource Management Activities**

Human resource management is concerned with a wide range of planning, organizing, staffing, directing/leading and control problems (Milligan). This paper concentrates on only the five human resource management activities most directly related to quality milk: selection of employees, training and development of employees, evaluation of employee performance, discipline, and motivation. Human resource planning, recruitment, organization structure, job analysis, communication, and compensation are additional factors which affect performance and contribution to the accomplishment of a dairy farm’s goals.

**Selection**

The most common means of filling positions on dairy farms are: (1) hiring a new person, (2) promoting a current employee, (3) assigning the tasks of the position to an unpaid family member, and (4) reassigning a person from another position on the farm. Hiring a new person is most common and most difficult. In each case, the decision ideally involves selection of a person from a pool of possible people rather
than taking the only person available. The person selected should have the potential for at least satisfactory performance in the position.

Luck, intuition, and guesses should play minor roles in selection. "Why don't I ever get a good one?" reflects more negatively on the person making the selection than on the people selected. Selection success depends mostly on job descriptions, recruitment, application forms, and interviewing procedures. Success requires the development of a clear description of the position to be filled. Recruitment activities should generate a sufficient pool of people from which to select. The application form used should be detailed enough to aid in selection. The interviewing procedures should be designed to separate the most desirable person from the group of less desirable people. A list of questions should be prepared regarding job-related knowledge, skills and abilities. Each interviewee should be asked the same questions.

The dairy farm employer likely faces the question of whether to hire experienced dairy farm workers or people with no dairy farm experience. A group of dairy farm employers will likely split roughly 50-50 when asked whether they prefer to hire experienced or inexperienced people. Some dairy farmers are very successful in selecting people with no previous experience. Others are very successful selecting experienced people. No general recommendation can be made. Hiring inexperienced people works best when accompanied by a careful recruiting and selection process, a well planned and executed training program and the willingness to be patient with new employees. The greater the emphasis on and need for doing it "our way," the greater the preference for hiring inexperienced people. The greater the tolerance for people who think they don't need any training because of their previous dairy experience, the less the problem with hiring experienced people.

Success in selection requires evaluation of applicants' knowledge, skills and abilities in terms of the needs of the position. Hiring only passive people, people who like the same sports team as the employer, or people who grew up on a farm with the "right" breed of cattle decreases the selection success rate.

Training

Production of high quality milk requires application of complex technology, attention to many details, and people working well together. Employees rarely just "naturally" find themselves equipped for success. Training of dairy farm employees is essential. A recent study reported that 36 percent of the full-time nonfamily employees on a sample of larger than average New York dairy farms had less than a high school diploma. Nine percent had more than a high school diploma (Maloney).

Training of dairy farm employees has two objectives: employees being able to satisfactorily do their work to the benefit of the farm, and employees having a sense of satisfaction from their work.

Training dairy farm employees deals with three major learning areas: cognitive, noncognitive and psychomotor (Myers). Cognitive learning deals with the facts,
technology and methods of producing high quality milk. The relationship between teat dipping and the incidence of mastitis is an example of cognitive learning. Noncognitive learning deals with the ability of an employee to apply science and knowledge. An example is learning to find the reasons for an increasing somatic cell count. Psychomotor learning involves acquiring the physical ability to perform tasks in which milking equipment and dairy facilities are involved. An example is learning to operate a milking machine. Another example is learning to clean a bulk tank.

A training program should be based on training needs. What does an employee need to know and be able to do given his or her role in milk production? Each training program should be responsive to the actual cognitive, noncognitive and psychomotor needs of employees. What employers feel is necessary, what employees say they are most interested in learning, what is easy to teach, or what has been traditional to learn should play a minimum part in developing a training program.

The training can be divided into orientation to the farm and job; knowledge, skills and abilities to do the current job; and preparation for future jobs and responsibilities. Two questions should be answered in developing a training program for new employees. What knowledge, skills and abilities did the employee bring to the job? What additional knowledge, skills and abilities are necessary to perform the current job?

An employee's training continues to the end of his or her employment on the farm. The continuing training program involves three questions: (1) What deficiencies were noted in individual's performance appraisal which need to be addressed through additional training? The answer to this question may, for example, lead to refresher type training, learning to use new equipment, and training in how to deal with a new problem. (2) What on-the-job instantaneous instruction is necessary in response to problems observed or situations encountered? (3) What additional responsibilities does the employee need to be prepared to handle?

Teaching follows the planning of the training program. Training is basically teaching. Learning is the desired outcome of the training.

Dairy farm training most often falls to a busy person with many responsibilities. The harried trainer likely finds it difficult to prepare adequately, to be organized in his or her teaching, to be patient with learners, and to welcome questions. Effective training programs require much trainer self-discipline. A step-by-step procedure will likely help both teacher and learner. The steps are:

1. Develop a job description for the employee which breaks the job into key parts or steps.
2. Determine the cognitive, noncognitive and psychomotor learning which each part or step requires.
3. Prepare the employee for training.
4. Teach the job by describing, performing and answering employee questions.

5. Have the employee do the job under the guidance of the trainer.

6. Have the employee do the job alone.

7. Follow up with review, encouragement, and evaluation.

Learner frustration, simple and naive questions from the learner, false plateaus of learner competency, learner digression, and false assuredness should be expected. Reinforcement, feedback and practice, practice, practice should be the trainer's response. What a farm operator or manager has learned through years of trial and error will not be easily learned by others or learned in a few days or weeks.

Several possible relationships can exist between a trainer and employee. The trainer can take on the role of coach, mentor, co-worker, aloof boss, or critic. The role chosen by the trainer will likely impact training success.

Training of dairy farm employees has received little attention. Therefore, we are unable to say with assuredness what will or will not work for an individual trainer. Experience in non-farm businesses does suggest that one or more of the following ideas may be useful: using home-produced or purchased video tapes to demonstrate and review correct milking and milking related practices, giving some training responsibilities to experienced employees and asking them to develop a mentoring relationship with new employees, developing detailed written instructions with illustrations for key tasks, rotating tasks among employees rather than have the same person do the same job indefinitely, having all involved in milking and quality milk tasks functioning as a quality circle, i.e., a team with a shared sense of responsibility for quality milk. Trainers uncomfortable and lacking confidence in their training skills may want to seek educational materials and short courses on how to train employees.

**Performance Appraisal**

No employee escapes performance appraisal. As a minimum, each employee receives informal comments from his or her supervisor and co-workers. These comments may be emotional outbursts or carefully calculated, frequent or infrequent, helpful or hurtful, understood or misunderstood, consistent or inconsistent, fair or unfair. They may improve milk quality or lead to additional milk quality problems.

Turning performance appraisal into a positive force for improved milk quality challenges even the best personnel manager. Three steps are necessary: (1) establish written standards for employee performance, (2) develop both supervisor and employee understanding of these standards, and (3) regularly inform employees of how they are performing relative to the established standards. Effective performance appraisal moves beyond informal communication but does not exclude it. Planned
and formal performance evaluation interviews complement spontaneous informal employer-employee interaction about performance.

Few dairy farms have formal employee performance programs. Spontaneous and informal comments about performance are the norm. Too often, employees are left guessing about the quality of their performance or underrate their performance because of the sharing of negative but not positive evaluations.

Performance evaluation is a complex activity. A formal performance evaluation system can probably be a realistic long-term goal to work toward. In the short-run, farm employers can take helpful steps toward the long-run ideal. Intermediate steps could include clear communication of expectations for employees, regular feedback to employees about their performance, providing employees opportunity to respond to their supervisor's comments and additional training for employees based on needs identified through performance appraisal. The notion of catching people doing things right also holds promise for improving performance appraisal (Blanchard).

**Discipline**

Production of high quality milk requires implementation of carefully made tactical plans. Deviations from the plans by employees result in unmet standards and unaccomplished goals. Managers must deal with employees' deviations from rules, procedures and expected behaviors. Employees coming late to milking, not dipping teats when milking alone, not properly cleaning equipment in their rush to get home, and using wrong or wrong amounts of medication are examples of unacceptable behavior that should be addressed rather than ignored. A cautionary note is in order. Discipline problems can be easily confused with selection, training and communication problems. This discussion of discipline applies to those cases in which the employee can reasonably be expected to perform or behave according to established standards, norms or rules, i.e., they have been carefully selected, well trained and are regularly evaluated.

A disciplined person exhibits the self-control, dedication and orderly conduct consistent with successful performance of job responsibilities. This discipline may come through self-discipline, co-workers, or the supervisor/employer. Self-discipline is best and most likely to come from well selected, trained, and motivated people who regularly have feedback on their performance.

An employee not performing up to the agreed-upon standard or not following the understood rules is subject to punishment, i.e., disciplinary action. Punishment or disciplining employees falls among the least pleasant activities in human resource management. In the short-run, doing nothing or ignoring errant actions and behavior almost always comes easier than taking the needed action. Not disciplining when needed sends confusing messages to employees and other managers in the farm business. If starting milking at 6:30 a.m. rather than 6:00 a.m. draws no reaction from the employer, does this mean the starting time for milking has been changed to 6:30?
Several guidelines help minimize compounding discipline problems with problems in disciplining. Both employers and employees need to know the rules and performance expectations. Basic is an employee handbook or other form of written statement provided each employee. Rules should be uniformly enforced among all employees. If special rules apply to a certain employee, e.g., use of the pickup truck without asking permission, other employees need to be so informed. Punishment should be based on facts. All parties should be heard rather than depending on one person only for facts. Action should be taken promptly. "Saving up" a series of minor problems and infractions for a grand explosion is poor disciplinary practice. All discipline other than discharge should have the objective of helping the employee. Permit the employee to maintain self-respect by disciplining the employee's behavior or act. Do not berate the person.

Keeping punishment consistent with the severity of an offense challenges all labor managers. Being 30 minutes tardy for work the fourth time in two weeks has to be handled differently from being 30 minutes tardy for the first time in two years. Theft of tools has to be handled differently than tardiness for work. Progressive discipline provides a formal structure within which errant employees can be handled. In progressive discipline, the severity of punishment increases in relation to the seriousness of the offense or the number of times an offense is repeated. Typical levels in progressive discipline are: informal talk and counseling, oral warning or reprimand, written warning, disciplinary layoff, and discharge.

Both employers and employees usually react negatively to the atmosphere of conflict and parent disciplining child inherent to progressive discipline. High priority placed on selection, training and performance appraisal minimizes the need for punishment of employees. Treating employees as adults, expecting them to rely on self-assessment for correcting problems and relying on informal counseling rather than formal reprimands provide an atmosphere of positive discipline.

**Motivation**

Selection, training, evaluation and discipline fail to guarantee a high level of employee performance. Motivation, the inner force which directs employee behavior, must be brought into the discussion. Highly motivated people perform better than unmotivated people. Motivation covers up ability and skill deficiencies in employees. Such truisms about motivation leave employers wanting to be surrounded by highly motivated people but unequipped to motivate their employees. Employers and supervisors desire easily applied motivation models but such models are unavailable.

Motivation perhaps tops the list of complex activities with which labor managers deal. Their intuition suggests an easy answer, "I want everyone around here to be motivated." They tend to blame employees for their lack of motivation and performance problems. Employees on the other hand tend to blame any performance problems they may have on external factors - their supervisors, equipment, training, co-workers, weather, unrealistic demands made on them, pressures at home, lack of
recognition etc., etc. Regardless of the conflicting perceptions held by employers and employees, motivation must be dealt with.

The most effective motivation for employees wanting to contribute to the production of high quality milk comes from within each employee. Threats, bribery, manipulation and coercion have only limited usefulness beyond the very short-run in changing behavior in the dairy farm environment. More effective employer action responds to employee needs, making their work useful to satisfying their needs, helping employees understand the relationship between their contribution to success of the dairy enterprise and rewards received, and creating an atmosphere of equity and fairness.

Wage incentive plans illustrate several of these points about motivation. Part of an employee's compensation being tied to the somatic cell count provides an explicit incentive for paying attention to many milking and cleaning details. In the absence of an incentive program, careful attention to the details may get an employee home 30 minutes later than if he or she had rushed through milking. It also increases the employer's milk check. With an incentive program, performance and rewards are tied together. The employee can be more highly motivated with both employee and employer benefiting financially.

Implications

Several implications can now be drawn. First, much has been suggested which remains outside standard operating procedures typical on dairy farms. The thesis of the paper is that human resource management needs to be given the same careful attention in improving milk quality now given milking practices, mastitis, and equipment. Few would suggest that the implied change in the priorities and practices for improving milk quality will come easily and quickly. However, the crucial nature of the labor input to milk production means change must come if the potential for producing higher quality milk is to be realized.

Need for more research is a second implication. Lack of research causes presumptions rather than research findings to be the bases for human resource management practices on dairy farms. The research strategy relative to the production of quality milk needs to be expanded to include human resource management considerations. In particular, the work of agricultural economists needs to move beyond the assumption that promise of increased profits provides the only motivation for farmers to change their practices.

A third set of implications relates to manager and employee training. Much has been invested in educational programs for managers and employees to improve milk quality. Rarely has this education included the role and importance of the human factor. Human resource management should be made an integral part of dairy farm management education programs.

Improving human resource management through better selection of employees, training, performance appraisal, discipline and motivation takes considerable time of
employers and supervisors. These people appropriately argue that they are already too busy with too many responsibilities. Time management becomes the issue. Managers have time for what they judge most important. The returns from additional time spent on employee matters need to be compared to the negative consequences of spending less time on less important matters. Assuring time for human resource management may require managers delegating more responsibility to employees, increasing the management staff and/or hiring or contracting with off-farm personnel to do things now done on the farm.

A final implication concerns the make-up of the team working on quality milk issues. It appears unreasonable for specialists focused on cows, disease, equipment or facilities to have the necessary personnel management and organizational behavior expertise that this paper argues is important. Improved personnel management and the increased contribution of laborers to production of quality milk most likely will come from involvement of a broader range of expertise than has been traditional in quality milk research and education.
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